
Bunker Updates: 

8-6-17 
 

We have had a week off with heavy rains which means we had a chance to prep and work on 

several bunkers.  Because of all of the rain the bunker renovation schedule is out the win-

dow.  The flooding completely trashed several bunkers.  We removed the sand on #10 fair-

way and green, #13 greensides, most of the sand in #8 left fairway.  We scraped the silt off 

of all bunkers on the back and added back some sand.  With every heavy rain we get we will 

be removing more silt and adding back more sand. 

 

What has been done so far.  Complete renovation of #5 mid fairway and #16 right fairway.  

We also replaced the sand in #9 second green side.  While adding drainage donuts to #5 mid 

fairway and #8 right fairway. 

 

Where we started...The original plan was to remove the fairway bunker on number 1 making 

it grass.  (These we started in April.)  At the same time we are reducing and renovating #1 

green side.  Sand in the front and grass in the back.  Removing the flash-ups so sand doesn’t 

wash with heavy downpours. 

 

Typical routine, remove sand, repair or replace drainage, clean the base, add new sand. 

 

So here is how it went 

in photos… 
 

 

This is how it started this spring. 

 

 

 

 

We scraped all of the sand to the front of the bunker and used the Steiner Loader to haul off 

the contaminated sand.  Did a final clean-up and evaluation. 

 



The next step to reveal and replace any bad drainage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We determine where we want to place the 

sand part of the newly renovated bunker. 

 

We stake the location and place drain tile 

around the edge to separate the sand and the 

soil/sod. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With my complete lack of trust in the weather this 

season we scramble to cover the new drainage 

with sand to protect it from rain that will wash 

dust and silt into the drainage and clogging it.  If 

that happens we will have to  start all over again 

with new tile and pea gravel. 

 

 



 

The grass area has steep edges that need to be 

softened so we can cut the  new sod with our 

mowers.  We haul in topsoil we make from com-

posted debris.  I use the Steiner Blade to rough 

shape the edges to a slope that we can maintain.  

This area took 4 trailer loads (about 8 ton of soil 

we made and moved).  The outer edges we hand 

fill and compact to get ready for sod.  

 

 

The finished bunker.  
 

The sod will turn brown for a few days because of the heat.  This sod was grown at Colum-

bus Turf Nursery.  

It is out of a lower 

field that has had 

more than its 

share of water this 

season so moving 

it will put it in 

stress for a while. 

 

 



More stuff happening around 

the course: 
#1 right fairway bunker is now sod. 

Did the soil prep, fertilize, sod, water. 

 

 

New sand in #9 second greenside bunker. 

New Donut and full sand replacement 

in #5 mid fairway bunker. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Made some sod repairs to the driving range tee during 

an outing.  Included with that work was to fill and 

smooth divots, aerify the tee to create holes for the 

new seed we put down. 

 

 

Mark Novotny CGCS 

 


